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“The rise of home sharing is posing a threat to
conventional hotel business as consumers, especially
young consumers, are craving unique and authentic

experiences. Hotel groups should strengthen their own
advantages, such as professional customer services and

fitness facilities, to stay competitive in the market."
- Summer Chen, Senior Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• How to cope with rising threat from home-sharing business?
• How to better target parents?
• How to win over young consumers?

The total travel accommodation market in China, by number of outlets, grew at a CAGR (Compound
Annual Growth Rate) of 18.1% from 2012-17, to reach a total of 297,182 outlets in 2017. The year-on-
year growth rate has been slowing down since 2016, suggesting that the market supply has been
returning to rationality.
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Figure 22: Smart speaker in hotel room, InterContinental Hotel, Beijing, 2017
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Travelling becomes an indispensable part of modern lifestyle
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Hotels win over vacation rentals and guesthouses in most aspects…
Figure 30: Perceptions of different types of accommodations, February 2018

…yet local experience needed for hotels to target leisure stays
Figure 31: Perceptions of different types of accommodations, leisure vs business, February 2018

Vacation rental offers better overall experience
Figure 32: Perceptions of vacation rentals, by attitudes towards accommodations, February 2018

Guesthouses can target current hotel lovers who seek value for money
Figure 33: Perceptions of guesthouse, by attitudes towards accommodations, February 2018

Source: KuRunData/Mintel

High earners value brand reputation as much as location
Figure 35: The most important consideration factors in choosing accommodations for leisure travels, by income level, February 2018

Foodservice is largely explored
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Similar level of preference of traditional hotel and non-standard accommodations
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Prefer vacation rental to traditional hotel
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Fan chart forecast

Abbreviations

Appendix – Methodology and Abbreviations
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